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Here it is proved that a t.yclic (,. k ) c(~le over GF(q ~ is equidistant if and only if its parity check 
i~)lynomial is irreducible and has exl~)nenl e = (q~ - l)/a where a divides q .... ! and (a. k ) = 1. 
The length n may be any multiple of e. The proof of this theorem al,,o shows that if a cyclic (n, k ) 
c(~Je over (iF(q) is not a repetiiion of a shorter code and the a~,Lerage weight of its nonzero code 
words is integral, then its parity check ~)lynomial is irreducible over GF(q) with exponent 
n = (q ~ .... 1)la where a divides q -- I. 
Throughout  his paper  V will be a cyclic (n, k ) code over a finite tield GF(q)  with 
parity check polynomial  h(x)  and generator  polynomial  g(x). Thus we have 
g(x)h(x )= x" - 1 and h(x)  and g(x)  have degrees k and n - k, respectively. 
Recall  that the exponent  of h(x)  is the least posit ive integer e such that h(x)  
divides x" -  1. 
If e = qk _ I, h(x)  is said to be primitive and the code V is called a maximal  
length shift register code. It is well knc)wn that these codes are equidistant, i.e., all 
code words have the same weight (see, e.g., [ 1 ], p. 223 or [2]. p. 315), It is easy to see 
that for q = 2, these are the only equidistant cyclic codes (see below). 
According to [1] (exercise 8.8, p. 266) V is equidistant if h(x)  is i rreducible and 
has exponent  (q" -  l ) / (q -1 ) .  However ,  this is true il and onlv if q .... 1 and 
(q~ - 1)/(q - 1) are relatively prime. [The smallest counler  example  to the exercise 
i sg iven  byq=3,  k =2,  n=4,  g(x)=x2- - l ,  h(x)=x"+l l .  
A complete descr ipt ion of equidistant cyclic codes is provi,ted by the fol lowing 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. A cyclic (n, k ) code. V over GF(q)  is edluidist,;nt ~f and only if its parity 
check polynomial h (x ) is irreducible and has exponent e = (,i ,~ -... 1)/a where a divide~" 
q - I and (a, k ) = 1. The length n may be any multiple of e. Moreover, for any prime 
power q, any positive integers k and a such that a divides q - 1 and (a, k ) = 1, there 
exists such cyclic equidistant codes. 
The re lnainder of this article will be devoted to a proof of this theorem. 
First we note that since the code words in the cyclic code with parity check 
polynomial  h(x)and  length n are n/e. fo ld  repet i t ions of the code words in the 
code  with parity check polynomial  h (x) and length e, we may assume that e -: n, 
(1) Henceforth, we assume that n is the exponent of h(x). 
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(2) Let a (x )= b(x)g(x)  where b(x) has degree at most k - 1, then the weight of 
a(x)  is equal to the number of integers i such that 1 <~ i <~ n and the remainder 
Rh,,,{x'b(x)) obtained when x 'b(x)  is divided by h(x)  has degree exactly k - 1. 
Proof. The weieht of a(x)  is the number of i, 1 <~ i ~< n such that the degree of 
R,.. -~ ,, ',, t ..,_)~ is exactly n -  1. Since a (x )= b(x)g(x) ,  these are the same i for 
which Rhq~,~x'h(x)) has degree exactly k - 1. 
(3) I] the average weight nqk '(q - 1)/(q k - 1) of the nonzero code words in the 
cyclic code V is an integer, then the parity check polynomial h (x ) is irreducible over 
GF(q) and n = (q~ - 1)la where a is a divisor of q - 1. (Note that this requires that n 
be the exponent of h(x)!) 
ProoL The ril~g R =GF(q) [x ] / (h (x) )  has the cyclic multiplicatb,e subgroup 
Ix, x: . . . . .  x" = 1} of order n. Thus the group of units of R has order nt where t > 0. 
On the other hand there are q" nonunits, since they form an ideal anu therefore a
subspace of R, for some 0 ~< s < k. To show that h(x)  is irreducible it suffices to 
show that s = 0. Suppose not. Then since mere are q ~ ci,~ments of R, we have 
(i) q~ = nt + q'. 
Since nqk ' (q -  l)/(q k -  1) is an integer it is clear that 
(ii) n(q-1) / (q"  - l )=  a 
must also be an integer. Solving (ii) for n and substituting in (i) we get 
(iii) qk = (qk _ l )at/(q - 1)+ q'. 
if s > 0, this implies that at - 0 rood q and hence at ~ q, thus at/(q - 1) > 1 and it 
' " ..... "-" (iii) that qk ~, k ,,,,,,,,,,, ttom > q - 1 + q" > q unless s = 0. Hence we have proved 
that s = 0 and h (x) is irreducible. Now from (iii) it is easy to see that at = q - 1 and 
so a is a divisor of q -  1. This proves statemcat 3. 
(4) I[ the cyclic code V is equidistant, then its parity check polynomiel h(x ) is 
irreducible and n = (q~ - l)/a where a divides q -  1 and (a, k )= 1. 
Proof. By statement 3 above, it suffices to prove that Ca, k)= 1. Since a le -  l, 
((qk _. l ) / (q - - I ) ,a )= (k, a). 
Let d = (a,(q k - 1) / (q -  1)) Since h(x)  is irreducible, the ring R = 
GF(q)[xl / (h(r)   is a field (with q" elements). Let 0 be a primitive e~ement for R. 
Now x considered as an elemen~ o]: R has order n = (qk_  1)/a equal to the 
exponent of h(x). It follows that x = 0 °j. Now if we let c =(qk -- 1)ld(q - I) we 
have since d I a that (x ' ) ' "  = 0 °~'~q-'~ = 1. Since (x')~q"~ = 1, x ~ lies in GF(q), i.e., 
x' - /3  E GF(q). (Th~ttt is, Rh~, ) (Xc)  = /3). ,. 
Now /3 = x" has c, rder t = n/c = d(q -1) /a .  Let B ={x,x  "~ . . . .  ,x '} .  Now the 
q~clic group (x) of order n generated by x in R is equal to union of ~he t pairwise 
d;gioint sets B, gB,/32B . . . .  ,/3 ''~ B. From statement 2 above the weight of the code 
word a(x)= 1. g(x)  in V is equal to the number of elements in (a) which have 
degree k -  1. Since each set /3'B has precisely the same number of elements of 
order k - 1, the weight of g(x)  is divisible by t. On the other hand the code is 
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equidistant so the weight of g(x)  is equal to the average distance, in this c~.~se. 
q~ ~(q- l ) /a .  So we have the equation qk ~(q._ l ) /a  =tw for some integer w. 
Sub~,tituting for the abo,~e value of t we get 
qh , (q  _ ! ) , -  d (q  - I)W 
a a 
from which it follows that qk ~= dw whence qk =-0mod d, b~,' d divides q" - I so 
qJ' ~ 1 modd. Thus 0 ~ 1 modd and it follows that d = 1. This proves 4. and half of 
our theorem. 
(5) Let h (x) be any irreducible polynomial over GF(q)  of degree k ,,nd exponent 
n =(q" - - l ) /a  where a divides q -  I and (a ,k )= 1. Then, the cyclic code V with 
parity check polynomial h(x ) is equidistant. 
Proof. By statement 2 it suffices to show that all of the cosets of the c)clic subgroup 
H = (x) generated by x in the muitiplicative group R * of nonzero elements of the 
ring R = GF(q)[x]/(h(x}) are constant multiples of H, i.e., of the fo rm/3H where 
/3 E GF(q). 
Note that R* is a cyclic group of order qk _ 1 with cyclic subgrotlps GF(q)* and 
H of orders q -  1 and n = (qk_  l)/a respectively. It follows from elementary 
group theory that GF(q)* n H is a subgroup of order (q - 1)/a. Now if b(x)H  is 
an)' coset of H in R* which contains at, element /3 of GF(q),  then b(x)H  = [3H 
and thus b(x)H  contains exactly the same number of elements of GF(q)  as H, 
namely (q - I)/a. 
On the other hand there are exactly (qk _ l ) /n  = a cosets of H in R *'. Since each 
of the q - 1 elements of GF(q)* lies in one and only one of ~,hese a cosets and each 
coset contains 0 or (q - l ) /a  elements of GF(q)*, it must be that every cose' 
contains a constant and so has the fo rm/3H where fl E GF(q).  This completes the 
proof of 5. 
(6) Given any prime power q, positive integer k and any divisor a of q - 1 such tha~ 
(a, k ) = 1 we can find an irreducible polynomial h (x ) over GF(q)  of degree k and oj 
exponent n = (q~ - 1)/a, and thus an equidistant (n, k)  cyclic cc, de over GF(q).  
Proof. Simply let h(x)  be the minimal polynomial of 0" where 0 is a primitiv~ 
element of GF(qk). The exponent of h(x)  is equal to the order of 0" which i~ 
(qk _ l)/a since 0 has order q" - I. To see that h(x)  has degree k it suffices to n~tt 
that 0" lies in no proper subfield of GF(q k) which contain'~ GF(q),  i.e., that ~t 
order (q~ - 1)/a does not divide q' - 1 for i < k. This foliowg from the inequalit' 
(qk _ l)/a > q" ' -  1 which is valid for any positive a ~ q - 1. 
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